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About This Game

Fend off dangers of the wild, battle ancient armies and create alliances in your mission to conquer the world. As village chief,
you are to build a prosperous settlement while defending your people from prehistoric dangers. This will be no easy task for

other clans occupy this world; clans whose intentions might not be so pure. Set in a time long before modern civilization
caveman operated on one basic law, conquer or be conquered. Which will you be? Start your settlement today to find out.

Age of Cavemen is a free-to-play multiplayer strategy game where the main goal of the player is to face the dangers of wild,
prehistoric world as a village chief. Build the prosperous settlement, lead your army, create alliances and destroy your

opponents!

Network connection is required to play this game.

FEATURES
● Build a strong and prosperous village

● Survive attacks of the enemies
● Train a huge army

● Lead the warriors to victory in battle
● Explore the prehistoric world with other Chieftains and conquer the world
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Disclaimer : I bought VR Invaders for the price of $4.85 during the Steam Halloween Sale. In my Let\u2019s Play I incorrectly
assessed the price as being <$5 normally but it is not. I will review VR Invaders based upon the retail price.

VR Invaders is in a very similar vein as Space Pirate Trainer. Both feature you on a platform fighting various robotics that shoot
beams. Both feature a slow down although VR Invaders is far more forgiving allowing you to be hit and recover health more
generously from what I could tell. Visually, both games are fantastic although I prefer SPT\u2019s music slightly more while I
prefer VR Invaders environment varieties and slowdown more. Both games have a variety of power ups that are sort of similar
although Space Pirate Trainer has way more customization on your vanilla setup due to the rate of fire options\/defensive item
options.

For me, these wave shooters are entertaining for a bit and because VR Invaders actually had a \u201cstory\u201d, I was tempted
to stick through it over just \u201cwave #\u2019s\u201d like most traditional wave shooters. The bosses were actually slightly
varying with different styles of attacks or strategy to defeat. The variety in color and the \u201cneon\u201d styles reminded me
a lot of Space Pirate Trainer and I enjoyed it about both games. The last level I played before this review(the 4th) actually had
these interesting mine style robots that would try to fly up to you and explode. It was satisfying to blow them up and see the
visual.

For the retail value, it really comes down to how much length you\u2019d get out of the game. Being a wave shooter, it works
great for parties or groups of people but playing it by yourself \u2013 its hard to say. If VR Invaders is on sale, like when I
purchased it, its definitely worthy of a library addition. I\u2019d say the game is on-par with Space Pirate Trainer \u2013 both
have similar qualities and pros and cons. I may have enjoyed this one SLIGHTLY more although SPT takes better advantage of
matrix-esque bullet dodges if you have the room for it.

. pls stappp!!
this game to much love for my childhood <3. A very nice game. Great concept but it has an "I do not know what is missing". I
really like the destructible enviroments, nice weapons, but the explosion somties do not work very well. Too bad almost anyone
is playing it. I would love a full game of 64 players to see how is ti like.

8.2/10. I can't get past the loading screen. Core i7 @ 4Ghz and 16Gb RAM so should be able to run it.
  At least it didn't cost anything, shame as I wanted to play AC\/DC. A top-of-the-slop Golden Axe wannabe.. If you like Portal,
play this game. cool mini game 2 with cool soundtrack. So I got this game in december 2017 and game is still not finished
(January 2019). Awesome Idea.
Execution is not quite there yet but direction appears to be good.. Another great game flounders due to an utterly terrible port.

Little King's Story is a port of the Wii version of the title (not the PSP version that removed the charming look of the game)
where you control a boy who's found a magical crown that makes him King of a poor, run down kingdom. It's your job to build
up your empire and dominate the world (according to your Military Advisor, Howser). The game borrows heavily from Pikmin,
and I'd liken it more to Overlord, but overall it's really great, you're rewarded for thinking before acting and watching your
kingdom grow is really cool. The difficulty is just right, though, you can find yourself in a world of hurt at times, especially if
you have the wrong team.
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Sadly, the game has some serious issues due to a bad port. My first issue, before the game even booted was it's option screen,
which was laggy. Yes, the menu where I set the settings for the game has issues with response time. Also, on this menu you have
two options for frame limits, 30 and 60 FPS. At least we have the option for 60 right? Wrong, next to the option it says "Not
Recommended," the reason is the game ties certain things to the frame rate and since the original game was only 30FPS, you'll
see graphical and gameplay issues. I've also had the game crash on me and some graphical effects in the game are really out of
whack. Another major offender is the game uses 8-way direction only, even if you're using an Xinput pad with a stick, this
sucks a lot. The camera control is just plain awful, though this might be an issue with the Steam Controller more than anything,
but I've never had issues before.

I only recommend the game because it's really damn solid and I have hope that they'll sort all of the issues it has down the line
sooner or later, but these things will break the experience for most especially coming from with a high tolerance for bullsh*t.
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This game would not be bad at all. It has some interesting, however not so fresh and innovative ideas. It feels like a reskinned
PUBG, but no problem, I love wuxia films, far eastern culture and meele combat, much better than generic machine guns and
cars in PUBG or the cartoonish overhyped Fortnite. But when I played The Swordsmen X as a European I felt that this game is
not aimed at me. It is rather aimed at the Chinese audinece only, which loved and loves PUBG as well. I mean ok, there are
English subtitles and American servers, but usually I cannot connect to it Lag and connection errors are usual experiences for
me. Ok, this is what could change in the future because it is only Early Access.

But it is far more problematic that the swordplay chaotic and mostly based on luck rather than skills of the player. Moreover the
optimization is very poor, and if you are a beginner there aren't any opportunities to practice the not-so-balanced swordfighting.
So every fight is frustrating this way, especially in the late part of the game when only professionals are alive in the safe zone.
The camera view is bad too, that makes the battles even more frustrating.

So I wanted to like this game, beacuse the battle royale and the wuxia are interesting genres, but at its current stat, I cannot
recommend this game anyone outside of China.. Very glitchy.. very good quality and very good livestreaming. Hands down my
favorite VR title so far. The game mechanics are excellent, and the game selection is great. I even love messing around with the
silly awards you can cash in your tickets for. Definitely worth the price and is usually the first VR title I show my friends.. In
principle, this Game adds a very nice spin to the well known The Guild/Pirates!/Patrician/High Seas Trader/A.D.1602/Port
Royal... settings. It enables you to build up a grand empire from zero up, advance to political honors and get filthy rich.

Graphics: Nicely done, do their job. Nice zoom-in/zoom-out function. 8/10
Sound: Not groundbreaking, but OK. 7/10
Mechanics & Gameplay: One of the strong sides of the game. Nice trading system, OK combat mechanics with some tactical
depth. Interface works very well after a brief learning curve. 9/10
Long-term motivation: Here is the point that I found weak. After some hours the game got repetitive. I felt as if I had achieved
enough money to get more or less what I wanted. Only I couldn't motivate myself to do it anymore, as it now felt pointless. In
contrast to other "endless" building or build/fight/think games, such as the Guild, SimCity 4, X3:AP, I didn't have any goals that
I badly wanted to achieve then... 4/10

So, do I recommend this game? Yes, I still do! It's a well balanced, atmospheric sandbox. I would not recommend buying it at
the current standard retail price, though. Wait for a sale and then grab it up for 15-30 hours of playing (or maybe more, who
knows).

Buy this, if you like
- Port Royal
- Patrician
- The Guild
- Pirates!
and maybe
- A.D. 1602/1503/1701...
- X3. Excellent RPG.. So I was playing for Chester FC, coming from the bottom. On third year I finally got promoted.
I had strong team, okay facilities and maximum morale. After 12 games I had 27 points.
But then I encountered Notts County.
They had 5 loses in row, zero morale, terrible tactical decisions. And the most important thing: they have all their keepers sold.
So, yeah, I lost 4-0.

11/10 for realism
11/10 for explosive butthurt
GOTY. Great game. I'm loving it. If you raise the rifle to your face and aim, you actually seem to be more accurate. The reload
mechanics add to the immersion and the difficulty level is a nice gradient, easing you into the mechanics.

I've only played the one map, defeated two of the big mofo's before my little shelter was overrun but the game never felt unfair.
I look forward to it's further development and this will be one that I frequently turn to for 'a zombie apocalypse' fix.

Update: The new updates and content make this game even better.. Fun mechanic. Fun game. Very stripped down though. No
real menus or anything. Just throws you right in. It would be interesting to see this turned into a multiplayer game somehow.
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